**Arcadia** is a provocative and poetic new film about our contradictory relationship with the land, crafted from archive footage.

"Arcadia is a seductive piece of work. Approach it as you might a rich and strange piece of music." **PETER BRADSHAW, THE GUARDIAN**

An exhilarating audio-visual journey* **SIGHT & SOUND**

"Arcadia is like a revolutionary document . . . Here is aboriginal Britain. You thought it was gone beneath a deluge of motorways and malls and screens and engines and scurrying human feet. Much of it is. But what remains? What remains, and what will you do with it?" **PAUL KINGSNORTH, AUTHOR**
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Five permanent sculptural installations sited in an area ‘beyond’ usual human activity. The works focus on the processes that have formed the landscape in the past, and those that continue to change it.
Striding Arches, Andy Goldsworthy (2002-08)
Couch, Gelston: Alice Francis (2012)
The Rise and Fall of the Grey Mare’s Tail, James Winnett (2013)
Jacqueline Donachie

Jacqueline Donachie came to Huntly from Glasgow with her husband Roderick Buchanan and sons Archie, Duncan and James in the summer of 2009. Jacqueline has a socially-engaged art practice, with a special interest in healthcare and bio-medical research.
Slow Down, Jacqueline Donachie (2014)
Slow Down, Jacqueline Donachie (2014)
Artists Films, Picture Window (2014)
Baltic Street Adventure Playground (2014-ongoing)
SEE EYE – collaborative interventions (2007)
ABBEYVIEW, DUNFERMLINE

living landmarks proposal, Ben Spencer
Scots Pine – Pinus sylvestris
Douglas Fir - Pseudotsuga taxifolia
Rowan – Sorbus aucuparia
Norway Maple – Acer platanoides ‘Crimson King’
West Himalayan Birch – Betula utilis var. jacquemontii
Wild Cherry – Prunus avium
Crab Apple – Malus ‘John Downie’
GLASGOW, UNITED KINGDOM
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https://www.guidigo.com/Web/Clydeside-Promenade/jfo0P_su04/Stop/1/Introduction
MYCITY: GLASGOW PHONE APP LAUNCHED

By PRESS ASSOCIATION

A smartphone app which helps users boost their fitness and learn more about Glasgow has been officially launched one month ahead of the start of the Commonwealth Games.

The MyCity: Glasgow app has been developed by researchers at the universities of Glasgow and Strathclyde and is backed by some Team Scotland athletes who will be competing in the Games.

It uses smartphones' built-in technology to track how much players walk each day and sets daily goals for them based on their general activity levels.

The target increases each time players achieve their goals, steadily increasing their levels of activity.